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Abstract

Scientific literature is always available in
Adobe’s Portable Document Format (PDF),
which is friendly for scientists to read.
Compared with raw text, annotating directly
on PDF documents can greatly improve
the labeling efficiency of scientists whose
annotation costs are very high. In this paper,
we present Autodive, an integrated onsite
scientific literature annotation tool for natural
scientists and Natural Language Processing
(NLP) researchers. This tool provides six
core functions of annotation that support
the whole lifecycle of corpus generation
including i)annotation project management,
ii)resource management, iii)ontology man-
agement, iv)manual annotation, v)onsite
auto annotation, and vi)annotation task
statistic. Two experiments are carried out
to verify efficiency of the presented tool.
A live demo of Autodive is available at
http://autodive.sciwiki.cn, and a video demo
http://autodive.sciwiki.cn/introVideo/introduce-
v1.0.mp4. The source code is available at
https://github.com/Autodive.

1 Introduction

Influential applications such as AlphaFold2
(Jumper et al., 2021), and mobile robotic
chemist(Burger et al., 2020) rely on high-quality
databases and domain knowledge, some of which
are constructed from scientific literature. The tradi-
tional method of building such databases still needs
the manual annotation of numerous professionals.
With the development of scientific research and the
enhancement of interdisciplinary integration, the
number of scientific articles has increased explo-
sively, which also requires the annotators who are
assigned to build the domain-specific database to
have a suitable background and are familiar with an-
notation of literature data. Some research attempts
to assist the manual annotation process with the
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intelligent natural language model, such as Named
Entity Recognition (NER) and Relation Identifica-
tion (RI). The intelligent method can automatically
extract knowledge from articles, and form high-
quality databases after expert proofreading (Cruse
et al., 2022; Yan et al., 2022). However, the per-
formance of the general model in specific fields
is not satisfactory, and the construction of a spe-
cific intelligent model needs high-quality databases.
Thus, An easy-to-use annotation tool with a graph-
ical user interface that allows the labeling of text
efficiently and consistently is crucial and necessary.

Annotation tools play a crucial role during
the database-making process in the field of biol-
ogy(López-Fernández et al., 2013), material(Corvi
et al., 2021), and chemistry(Swain and Cole, 2016).
Although the majority of released annotation tools
mainly focus on the annotation of multimedia such
as image and video, there are still text annotation
tools such as AnnIE(Friedrich et al., 2021), TS-
ANNO(Stodden and Kallmeyer, 2022) and Doc-
cano(Nakayama et al., 2018). However, most of
the tools need to convert the input file from PDF
format to plain text, which may cause additional
labor costs for resource preparation. Moreover, the
annotation of specific data required professionals
with knowledge of different fields. Compared with
raw text, annotating directly on PDF documents
conforms to the reading habits of the professionals
with the original images, tables and layout informa-
tion and can greatly improve the labeling efficiency
of them whose annotation costs are very high. We
refer to this need as Onsite Annotation, which
includes the abilities to display and direct annotate
on the original PDF documents.

To meet the needs of professionals on direct an-
notation, the new tool should support direct sci-
entific literature annotation in PDF format. That
means this tool should display the original liter-
ature in PDF format directly, so users can read
the complete PDF content in the annotation inter-
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face, where they annotate the entity and relation
of scientific literature through scheduled annota-
tion operation. In this way, this tool retains the
layout information of the original PDF literature
to fit the reading habits of annotators. Different
from traditional text annotation projects, scientific
annotation projects require annotation tools to pro-
cess long literature, annotate complex entities and
export appropriate annotation results to a formed
database.

Besides onsite annotation, integration is also a
valuable factor during the design of the tool. First,
the existing domain-specific ontology should be
easily integrated which can reduce the time costs
of ontology design. Second, the tool should be
well integrated with existing and new Named-entity
Recognition (NER) models flexibly. Third, integra-
tion with existing file systems or literature collec-
tions, such as Pubmend Central and self-organized
document folders, should also be valued. By inte-
grating with an existing data source, a researcher
can deploy this tool locally without leakage of un-
published or copyrighted documents.

Hence, we propose an open-sourced annotation
tool Autodive, with its contributions summarized
below:

(1) Onsite Annotation. Autodive supports on-
site annotation of PDF documents for professionals.
They can annotate directly on PDF documents, and
get instant visual feedback.

(2) Integration. Autodive can integrated exter-
nal modules that may assist the whole annotation
process, including corpus management, ontology
construction, manual and intelligent annotation.

(3) Domain Verified. The effectiveness has been
verified by two tasks, including catalytic material
annotation and scientific dataset annotation.

2 Architecture

The overall architecture of Autodive is shown in
Fig.1 with three layers which are Data Source,
Server Layer, and Frontend. The core component
of Autodive is the Server Layer. Data Source
Adapter can integrate specific Data Sources such
as Pubmed Central or File System with Autodive.
Three core server-side engines play important roles.
The first is the Regular Expression Parsing Engine.
It can help Autodive extract entities by predefined
regular expressions. The second is the Ontology
Management Engine. It can load and parse ontol-
ogy files with OWL format and save the designed

Figure 1: Architecture of Autodive.

ontology to OWL or self-defined JSON files. The
third engine is the NER Model Management Engine.
It is a model base that is extendable and friendly to
newly trained NER models. The annotation engine
is the bridge between the server-side and the fron-
tend. This engine provides locating and feedback
of entities. Frontend is implemented mainly using
a progressive JavaScript framework Vue.js.

As shown in Fig.2, the complete literature in
PDF format is shown on the right part of the anno-
tation page of Autodive, where annotators can read
the literature and annotate the entity. Users click
the mouse to select words on the displayed PDF
document, and click the right mouse to select the
type of entities or relationships. When connecting
two annotated entities, users can annotate relation
of them. Shortcut-key annotation is allowed for
the increase of efficiency of the annotation project.
All identified or annotated entities and relations are
listed in the entity-label-list and relation-label-list
with predefined ontology.

3 Modules

Autodive integrates management, annotation, and
optimization through six modules and is specially
built for scientific literature annotation projects.
Users use the Project Management module to de-
velop and manage personalized annotation projects.
The Resource Management module allows users
to manage their own literature resources pool. The
Ontology Management module pre-defines the
knowledge ontology, which is defined and stan-
dardized by the annotation project administrator.
The basic components for annotating are the Man-
ual Annotation module and the Auto Annotation
module. Trained automatic annotation models are
saved in the background in order to improve the
productivity of manual annotation work. Finally,
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Figure 2: Overview of Autodive annotation interface. The left part of the interface is A. Control Panel that integrates
all functions of Autodive. B1 and B2 demonstrate usage of three auto annotation functions, while C1 and C2 show
the results of both auto annotation(C1) and manual annotation(C2).

we created a Statistic View module for Autodive
to represent the overall progress of the annotation
project.

3.1 Project Management
The annotation lifecycle starts with the creation of
one annotation project. Autodive designs project
management module that includes project creation
and annotator administration. As shown in Fig.3(a),
users submit necessary information such as project
name while creating an annotation project. Do-
main information is also encouraged to fill out so
that the auto-annotation model can accelerate the
annotation.

There are three different kinds of roles. The cre-
ator of the project, also plays as the administrator,
has the ability to invite annotators. If the invitation
email is approved, invitees will be added straight
to the relevant annotation project as administrators
or annotators. The administrator also has the rights
to assign annotation tasks to project members.

3.2 Resource Management
For a literature annotation project, the initial and
critical step is to control which documents to be
annotated and where to find them. The quantity
and diversity of literature affect the quality of anno-
tation data, and therefore the accuracy of intelligent

models. Autodive allows users to upload and man-
age their own literature resources pool, and form
a list of documents relating different annotation
projects by associating the literature resources with
them. Besides uploading PDF documents directly,
this tool also provides standard API (Application
Programming Interface) that can import scientists’
own literature resources.

After initialing the list of annotation resources,
the administrator can assign the annotation re-
sources to other annotators, and the annotators can
complete the follow-up task in the form of crowd-
sourcing, which is as shown in Fig.3(b).

3.3 Ontology management

Ontology means what kinds of entities and relations
to be annotated in the annotation project, which is
defined and controlled by the project administer to
fit task requirements. Well defined ontology can
enhance the efficiency of annotation. The process
of ontology design is shown in Fig.3(c). The first
basis component of ontology management is load
and design of one ontology. Considering the com-
plexity of the link between entity-labels, the same
relation-label category may distribute to numer-
ous entity-labels pairs, and multiple relation-labels
may distribute to the same entity-labels pair. The
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(a) Project Management (b) Resource Management (c) Ontology Management

(d) Manual Annotation (e) Auto Annotation (f) Statistic View

Figure 3: Operation process of six core modules in Autodive.

Figure 4: Two different display modes of ontology man-
agement.

label-map will display everything mentioned above.
Autodive also allow users download the designed
ontology for subsequent research or application.

During the design process of ontology, Autodive
allow users upload the corresponding dictionary
and fill up the required regular expression. It is
advantageous to simplify some annotation projects
when the entity-label has a clear thesaurus to-be-
annotated terms or words that have a unified struc-
ture. Two display modes of ontology is shown in
Fig.4.

3.4 Manual Annotation

The manual annotation of an entity in Autodive
can select raw text instead of drawing a bound-
ing box in PDF document, this mode is not like
PAWLS(Neumann et al., 2021). After selecting,
the user decides what kind of entity the text is. This
way of entity annotation is more precise, especially
in annotating text that has line wrap in document.
The manual annotation also provide a controlled
annotation of relationship. Annotator select two
annotated entity, then Autodive will recommend
possible relationship that pre-designed in ontology.
This recommendation step can also increase the
efficiency of annotation.

3.5 Auto Annotation

Autodive provides pre-annotation by three ways,
they are regular expression parsing, dictionary map-
ping, and external NER models. It is an evident
advantage for dictionary and regular expression an-
notation since they basically annotate "the proper
terms". However, when there are unavoidable out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) words in the to-be-annotated
literature, intelligent model annotation using exter-
nal NER models is a more effective choice.

It is evident that in various scientific research
domains, the model of private domain learned the
typical information during training, allowing it to
accurately recognize the label. Autodive uses the
Domain Extractor Loader and the Model Li-
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Figure 5: Auto annotation. A shows list of auto ex-
tracted labels.B displays instant auto annotation and
onsite feedback.

brary to choose specific domain prediction models.
When starting an annotation project, users should
select the corresponding field of the project. In
advance, we saved annotation models in several
scientific domains in model library. Furthermore,
when the project reaches unexcited fields, users
are prompted to select a model from the "generic
domain" and fill up the domain details.

One highlight function of the auto annotation
is Instant Auto Annotation. As shown in Fig.5,
the annotation results can be presented right on the
complete text with a single click. To support this
function, Autodive constructed a robot annotation
layer, and the annotation on the source document is
displayed in the same way as the manual annotation
results. The text parsing tool will first import the
text into the auto annotation model, and the model
will return the annotation results. The label will
then be filtered according to the ontology estab-
lished by the project, and it will be matched to the
precise spot on the document. The auto annotation
model adds a robot annotation layer to the litera-
ture display layer. The deep learning model will
undoubtedly take some time. Autodive chooses to
extract literature in advance during background free
time, saves the automatic annotation results in the
database, and then performs specific matching an-
notation based on the model domain and ontology
chosen by each announcer, reducing the waiting
time of specific users.

3.6 Statistic View

To help the administrator and annotator know the
status and progress of one annotation task, Auto-

dive provides Personal View and Project View
in this module. In Personal View, the number and
percentage of current annotation task are provided
so that annotator can evaluate his/her task. Besides,
the number of annotated and auto-recognized en-
tity and relationship is also shown in the view. In
Project View, functions are provided to help admin-
istrator understand current progress of all annota-
tors and their assigned tasks, such as the distribu-
tion of annotated entity and relationship, number
and percentage of each annotator and his/her task,
and so on. In Project View, user can export the
corpus for further use.

4 Evaluation & Case Study

4.1 Annotation Tools Evaluation

We compared Autodive with other open sourced
annotation tools, including AnnIE(Friedrich et al.,
2021), Doccano(Nakayama et al., 2018), We-
bAnno(Yimam et al., 2013), INCEpTION(Klie
et al., 2018), PDFAnno(Shindo et al., 2018) and
PAWLS(Neumann et al., 2021), for annotation
function comparison.

In order to match the need of scientific litera-
ture annotation, we design the evaluation metrics
as bellows: The first is [A].Availability, which
includes [A1].Activity and [A2].Online Service.
The second is [B].Onsite Support, which in-
cludes [B1].Onsite PDF Display and [B2].Onsite
PDF Annotation. The third is [C].Function In-
tegration, which includes [C1].Integration with
File System, [C2].Integration with Ontology, and
[C3].Integration with Pre-annotation Model.The
last is other functions such as [D].Team Annota-
tion and [E].Statistics. A deeper description of
these metrics is given in Definition of Evaluation
Metrics.

The comparison results are shown in Tab.1. As
shown in Tab.1, Autodive is superior to most ac-
tive tools in the function of onsite PDF annotation.
PDFAnno, PAWLS, and INCEpTION have func-
tions for PDF annotation. However, PDFAnno has
not been maintained for over 3 years. Compared
with PAWLS, Autodive provides more integration
functions with file systems and NER models which
also depends on onsite annotation mode. Auto-
dive provides a different integration mode with
pre-annotation models and a more intuitive statis-
tics view when compared with the latest version of
INCEpTION.
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Availability Onsite Integration Team Statistics
Tools [A1] [A2] [B1] [B2] [C1] [C2] [C3] [D] [E]
AnnIE - - - - - ✓ - - -

Doccano ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ url ✓ ✓
WebAnno - - - - ✓ ✓ - - -
PDFAnno - - ✓ block - - - - -
PAWLS - ✓ ✓ block - ✓ ✓ - -

INCEpTION(*) ✓ ✓ ✓ text ✓ ✓ url ✓ -
Autodive(ours) ✓(*) ✓ ✓ text ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Function Comparison of Text Annotation tools. Autodive will remain active (A1) and expand to support
more formats, such as iamges and tables in documents. Onsite PDF Annotation (B2) have two different modes:
annotating by drawing a block(block) and annotating by selecting a raw text(text). Integration with Pre-annotation
Model (C3) have two different modes: directly using an external API(url) or integrated with a pre-trained model(✓).
(*) the version of INCEpTION we compared is the latest stable version V26.8.

4.2 NER of Cu-based Electrocatalysts

A high-quality corpus of catalysts may assist do-
main scientists in the discovery of catalysts based
on a descriptor-optimization (Tran and Ulissi, 2018;
Zhong et al., 2020). In this case, a corpus of Cu-
based electrocatalysts for CO2 reduction has been
generated using the presented tool. At the begin-
ning of the process, one senior scientist creates an
annotation project and served as the administrator
of the project by Project Management Module.
After creating the project, the scientist finds the lit-
erature that needs annotation and assigns the litera-
ture to potential annotators using Resource Man-
agement Module. At the same time, he designs the
ontology of Cu-based electrocatalysts with this as-
sist of Ontology Management Module . There are
5 postgraduates with experience in experimental
catalysis who used the tool to construct the corpus
using Manual Annotation Module and Auto An-
notation Module. During the annotation process,
the administrator and annotators can view the rate
of progress at any time by Statistic View. After
annotation, the senior scientist exports the corpus
and review all the annotated entity and relationship.
In this real case, the corpus contains a collection
of 6,086 records extracted from 835 publications
with nine types of knowledge, including material,
regulation method, product, faradaic efficiency, cell
setup, electrolyte, synthesis method, current den-
sity, and voltage. This annotated corpus can be
accessed publicly(Wang, 2023)(Wang et al., 2023).

4.3 Auto Annotation of AI Dataset and Model

In this case, we try to demonstrate the ability of
auto annotation. A basic auto annotation project

requires related model prepared and continuous
annotation data. In order to analyse the effect of
Auto Annotation Module quantitatively, we de-
signed an experiment with a poorly correlated pub-
lic dataset and increased proportion of annotated
data to evaluate the correctness of auto annotation,
as in a real annotation project. Firstly we trained
an annotation model using the SciERC(Luan et al.,
2018) dataset that mainly focused on the field of
artificial intelligence. After deploying the model
to the Autodive backend, we chose a number of
abstracts from publications in the field of artificial
intelligence on paperswithcode.com to simulate the
automatic annotation effect. We designed ontology
with "Model" and "Dataset" entities. All data con-
tains 7,420 "Datasets" entities and 42,696 "Model"
entities.

Training and updating the NER model during the
annotation process helps fit the annotation project
and improve the correctness. Tab.2 displays the
results of this simulation. The zero-shot shows the
correctness without any "annotation" data. With
the updates of the auto annotation model through
increasing sample size, the increased correctness
of auto annotation module shows effectiveness of
Auto Annotation Module, which helps annotators
train their auto annotation models. As we can see,
well integrated auto annotation model might meet
the needs of scientific literature annotation, and it
may perform better in specific projects.

5 Related Work

Mariana Neves(Neves and Ševa, 2021) gave a com-
prehensive review of existing document annotation
tools. It splits the criteria of document annotation
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Sample Size
Tools zero-shot 0.2 0.5 0.8

Autodive 0.32 0.55 0.82 0.90

Table 2: Experiment Result

tools into four categories, which are publication,
technical, data, and functional. In this review, it
rates WebAnno(Yimam et al., 2013) as the best tool,
which also extends to a new human-in-the-loop tool
INCEpTION(Klie et al., 2018). It also mentioned
that the top two missing functions of current tools
are the support of document-level annotation, in-
tegration with existing corpus and pre-annotation,
especially model-based pre-annotation.

Kinds of new annotation tools are reported in
recent years. Many tools focus on specific tasks or
functions, such as TeamTat(Islamaj et al., 2020),
QuickGraph(Bikaun et al., 2022), DoTAT(Lin
et al., 2022) and FAST(Kawamoto et al., 2021).
Both task specified and common document an-
notation tools such as WebAnno(Yimam et al.,
2013), Doccano(Nakayama et al., 2018), An-
nIE(Friedrich et al., 2021) and TS-ANNO(Stodden
and Kallmeyer, 2022) need a pre-process that
convert document to pure text, which is a time-
consuming work. By consulting with domain ex-
perts, the converter process also causes confuses
reading, especially in the typeset document such as
scientific literature.

As for annotation tools for PDF docu-
ments, PDFAnno(Shindo et al., 2018) and
PAWLS(Neumann et al., 2021) are the two most
relevant tools with our present tool. PDFAnno con-
verts PDF documents into pure text without retain-
ing PDF structure information, whose annotation
mode is similar to our tool. However, it has not
been maintained for over 3 years. PAWLS is a re-
cent tool that supports PDF annotation with labels
and structure. It has the advantage of annotation
the meta or structural information by drawing a
bounding box rather than selecting raw text. Au-
todive is inspired by PAWLS in the requirement
of PDF annotation and surpasses it in integration
function and annotation mode.

6 Discussion

We created Autodive, a collaborative scientific lit-
erature annotation tool that offers a comprehen-
sive solution for the whole lifecycle of annotation,
especially for scientific literature annotation. In

addition, we provide automated annotation for an-
notators and can integrated with a variety of NER
models. We found that Autodive can not only be
utilized for scientific literature, but also for any ed-
itable PDF file. Also, Autodive is released as an
open source project under Apache 2.0 license.

Autodive also has some limitations. First, accu-
racy of NER models. For text annotation projects,
a more accurate NER model can ensure the accu-
racy of auto annotation. Second, collision in team-
work. Reduce annotation disputes in annotation
projects caused by diverse knowledge perspectives
between annotators and obtain more accurate anno-
tation data. Third, there are PDF files that cannot
be changed. Some obsolete or illegible PDF docu-
ments are difficult to process and cannot be used in
the current Autodive version.

In our future project, we intend to expend the
scope of literature annotation to include graphics
and tables in addition to text. Additionally, au-
todive will support more file types, including the
ability to download in JSON/CoNLL format and to
upload plain text and pictures.
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A Definition of Evaluation Metrics

The definition of evaluation metrics among kinds
of annotation tools are shown belows.

[A] Availability. [A1] Activeness : The annota-
tion tool is still active and updated steadily. [A2]
Code Availability: The annotation tool is open
sourced.

[B] Onsite Support. [B1] Onsite PDF Display:
The annotation tool provides a complete display
with the structural information of the literature to
suit the reading habits of scientific annotators. [B2]
Onsite PDF Annotation: The annotation tool pro-
vides direct annotation on PDF documents, includ-
ing Text PDF Annotation (annotate text directly)
and Block PDF Annotation (annotate by drawing
frames).

[C] Function Integration. [C1] Integration
With File System (Resource Management): The
annotation tools has a file system which allows
resource management such as uploading files.
[C2] Integration With Ontology: The annota-
tion tool enables the definition of ontology such
as knowledge graph. [C3] Integration With Pre-
Annotation Model: The annotation tool offers pre-
annotation such as dictionary matching.

[D] Team Annotation: The annotation tool en-
ables team annotation and the management of an-
notation results for all.

[E] Statistics: The annotation tool provides
statistic view of project.

B Page Design

B.1 Project Management

Figure 6: Screenshot of project management. A is a
button of creating new annotation project. Once click
"New Project" button, user can input project and choose
pre-annotation model,just like C. B shows the list of
created annotation projects.

B.2 Resource Management

Figure 7: Screenshot of resource management. A shows
the three steps of literature search and assign. B, C,
D gave different ways to find or import literature files,
such as direct search, using file tags or direct upload.

Figure 8: Screenshot of annotation task assignment.
Highlighted part shows the function of assignment. Ad-
ministrator of one project have permission to assign
literature to different annotators.

B.3 Ontology Management

Figure 9: Screenshot of ontology management. A dis-
plays the list of all generated entities and relationships.
B visualizes the constructed ontology. C is the interac-
tive interface of entity design. In this interface, project
owner can define a regular expression or upload a dictio-
nary, so that Autodive can pre-annotate by the regular
expression or dictionary.
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B.4 Annotation

Figure 10: Screenshot of annotation. Similar to Fig.
4A1 and A2 demonstrate usage of three auto annotation
functions, while B1 and B2 show the results of both
auto annotation(B1) and manual annotation(B2).

B.5 Statistic View

Figure 11: Screenshot of Personal View. Personal view
allows annotator to see his/her own annotation status. A
shows an overview of assigned task, including number
of completed tasks, ongoing tasks and to-do tasks. B
shows all the number of annotated or extracted entities
and relationships. C shows a comparison between com-
pleted tasks and incomplete tasks on weekly view.

Figure 12: Screenshot of Project View. Project view
allows administrator to see overall annotation status
and each annotator’s progress. A shows summarized
overview of all annotators. B shows each annotator’s
annotation progress.

C Demo Access

A live demo of Autodive is available at
http://autodive.sciwiki.cn. The live demo pro-
vides two languages, English and simplified Chi-
nese, which depends on the language setting
of the web browser. It is allowed to con-
vert language via the "head" button in the top
right corner. We also provide a video demo
at http://autodive.sciwiki.cn/introVideo/introduce-
v1.0.mp4. The source code is available at
https://github.com/Autodive. We provide a test ac-
count in the live demo using username test and
password autodive. In this demo, we linked a re-
source library with dozens of open access (OA)
scientific literature.

To use Autodive in production environment,
users can also sign up with their own email ad-
dress, upload their own literature that needs annota-
tion, create personalized annotation project, assign
an annotator, and complete their annotation task.
Users can also deploy Autodive in their own server
with personal literature collections.
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